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Abstract—A capacitively-loaded passive RFID temperature 

sensor tag working at UHF band is designed and tested. A cavity 

backed slot antenna is designed as the tag antenna. In order to 

realize high temperature sensitivity, the Polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) material which has a large thermal expansion of 

140ppm/°C is used as the temperature sensing material. A copper 

coated PTFE post is placed at the center of the cavity, which is in 

close proximity to the cavity ceiling. Thus, a loaded capacitor is 

generated between the PTFE surface and the cavity ceiling. As 

the temperature increases, the PTFE will approach to the cavity 

ceiling due to the thermal expansion, and thus change the loaded 

capacitance; therefore, the resonant frequency of the slot antenna 

will change accordingly. By distinguishing the resonant 

frequency of the antenna, the temperature information is 

obtained. The simulation results show that this design provides a 

frequency shift of 30MHz/10°C and a read range of 10.5m.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

RFID sensor tag possessing the functionalities of RFID tag 
and sensor unit has attracted more and more attentions. It can 
realize both wireless identification and wireless sensing. Since 
no battery is needed, the RFID sensor tag can work lifetime. 
All of these features make it competitive in many application 
areas. According to its sensing target, the RFID sensor tags can 
be classified into temperature [1]-[2], humidity [3], gas senor 
[4], etc.  All of these designs utilize the electrical properties of 
the sensing materials to monitor the environmental changes. 
For example, in [1], water is used as the temperature sensing 
material due to its temperature dependent dielectric constant; in 
[3], Kapton is used as humidity sensing material, because its 
dielectric constant is humidity related. All of the above designs 
realize the environment monitoring by distinguishing the 
resonant frequency of the tag antennas. The advantages of these 
designs are simple, low cost, and easy to fabricate. However, 
because the frequency shift is restricted by the material’s 
dielectric constant variation with environment, which is usually 
limited, thus the above designs have limited frequency shift. 
For example, frequency shift in [1] is 4MHz/10°C. Meanwhile, 
their read ranges are less than 8m, which need to be further 
improved. In this paper, a novel capacitively-loaded RFID 
temperature sensor tag is presented, which provides a much 
higher frequency shift and longer read range. 

II. PTFE USED CAVITY SENSOR TAG DESIGN  

Using thermal expansion property of materials to monitor 
temperature has a long history. A famous and widely used 
example is mercury thermometer. Considering the usage of 

material’s thermal expansion in the sensor tag design, the first 
thing is to find out the material which can be properly 
implemented in the antenna. In this paper, the PTFE material is 
selected as temperature sensing material because of its solid 
status and large thermal expansion coefficient.    

A. Characteristics of PTFE 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) has been widely used in 

microwave substrates and packaging applications because it 

exhibits excellent dielectric properties, such as low permittivity 

(       ), extremely low loss tangent (tanδ=0.00001 at 

800MHz). Its large thermal expansion and easy-machinability 

make it a good candidate of temperature sensing material. 

Here, the linear thermal expansion in height direction of the 

copper coated PTFE post with height 6mm are measured using 

a thermo-mechanical analyzer in the range 25–120 , which is 

shown in Fig. 1. It is observed that the thermal expansion of the 

PTFE is linear and has a thermal expansion coefficient of 

140ppm/°C, which is much larger compared with 25ppm/°C of 

Rogers RO3006. 
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Fig. 1. Thermal expansion of the PTFE post 

B. Capacitively-Loaded Cavity Backed Slot Sensor Tag 

Design 

In order to magnify the thermal expansion effect of the 
PTFE on the antenna performance, the cavity backed slot 
antenna is adopted. Similar to the tunable cavity resonator in 
[5], the copper coated PTFE post is placed at the center of the 
cavity to form a loaded capacitor with the cavity ceiling. When 
the PTFE surface is in close proximity to the cavity, the loaded 
capacitance is large, and a small variation in the gap will result 
in a large capacitance tuning, thus the resonant frequency of the 
slot can be changed effectively. Generally, the gap variation in 
a smaller gap provides a higher impact on the antenna 
frequency. However, considering the fabrication accuracy, in 
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this design, a 0.1mm gap between PTFE and cavity ceiling is 
used. The configuration of this design is shown in Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2. The capacitively-loaded sensor tag configuration. 

As shown in Fig. 2, a slot with 3mm width is cut out from a 
copper layer which has a thickness of 5mm. An IC chip is 
mounted at the center of the slot to realize the wireless 
identification. A small metal post is located at the center of 
cavity with 0.8mm radius and 3mm height to fix the copper 
coated PTFE. The PTFE has a radius of 4.8mm and height of 
5.8mm. The original gap between the PTFE and cavity ceiling 
is 0.1mm. The thermal expansion of the PTFE can be 
calculated based on its thermal expansion coefficient and the 
temperature variation. The expansion of PTFE is around 
8μm/10°C. According to these results, the sensor tag 
performance at different temperatures can be simulated by the 
HFSS [16].  

When the gap is 0.1mm at 20°C, the simulated radiation 
pattern of antenna gain is shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that 
the cavity backed slot sensor tag has a gain of 3.97dB with a 
smaller backward radiation. This is because the existing of the 
cavity will reduce the backward radiation of the slot and thus 
enhance the forward gain. 

 

Fig. 3. The radiation pattern of gain at 966MHz. 

As a sensor tag, sensitivity is a crucial factor to determine 
its performance. For the frequency distinguished sensor tag 
designs, three parameters can be used to define the sensitivity, 
which are Δf/ΔT, bandwidth, and realized gain. A good design 
should possess large Δf/ΔT, narrow bandwidth, and high gain. 
Table I shows the detailed sensitivity of the proposed design. 
The tag read range can be obtained from the realized gain 
based on Equ. (1). Here, EIRP is 3.28W, and PIC represents the 
sensitivity of the chip which is -14dBm. The parameter Gtag is 
the realized gain of the sensor tag. Fig. 4 shows the sensor tag’s 

theoretical read range at different temperatures. It is clear that 
the cavity sensor tag has a large frequency shift of 
30MHz/10°C and a long read range approaching 10.5m.  
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Fig. 4. Read range of the sensor tag at different temperatures. 

Table I. Sensitivity of the cavity sensor tag 

Δf/ΔT 3dB Bandwidth  Realized gain 

30MHz/10°C 1% 3.79dB 

Comparing with the temperature sensor tag designs in [1]-
[2], this novel capacitively-loaded cavity sensor tag using 
PTFE realize a much improved sensitivity. The high sensitivity 
of the proposed design makes it competitive in the temperature 
monitoring applications. 
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